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 .This article extends the concept of a statistical limit cluster point of a sequence
 .  .x as introduced by Fridy to a T-statistical limit cluster point, where T is a
nonnegative regular matrix summability method. These definitions are reformu-
lated in the setting of b N _ N. It is shown that for a bounded sequence x, the set
of T-statistical cluster points of x forms a compact subset of R. It is also
shown that, if T and R are two nonnegative regular summability matrices, then T-
statistical convergence and R-statistical convergence are consistent if and only
if the support sets of T and R have nonempty intersection. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
 :A sequence of scalars x is statistically convergent if ‘‘almost all’’ ofk
its values have a common limit point. Over the years, and under different
w xnames, statistical convergence has been discussed in number theory 7 ,
w x w xtrigonometric series 17 , and summability theory 10 . In recent years,
generalizations of statistical convergence have appeared in the study of
w x w xlocally convex spaces 13 , strong integral summability 4 , and the struc-
ture of ideals of bounded continuous functions on locally compact spaces
w x5 .
w xIn 8 , Fridy introduced the concepts of statistical limit points and
statistical cluster points and, using classical techniques, established some
basic results. This paper extends the definitions of statistical limit point
and statistical cluster point to the T-statistical limit point and T-statistical
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cluster point where T is an arbitrary nonnegative regular matrix summabil-
ity method. Using a connection between nonnegative regular summability
methods and subsets of b N _ N, we reformulate these definitions and
then use topological techniques to generalize some of Fridy’s results.
Using the same techniques, we also obtain a sufficient condition for
T-statistical convergence to be consistent with ordinary statistical conver-
gence; this yields an alternative proof to a result of Fridy and Orhan
regarding lacunary statistical convergence.
First we introduce some notation. We denote the positive integers by N.
 .An N = N matrix T s t is a regular summability matrix if, for anynk
convergent sequence x with limit l, lim ` t x s l, and T is nonnega-n ks1 nk k
ti¨ e if t G 0 for all n and k. For a nonnegative regular summabilitynk
matrix T , we let
`
d A s lim t x k , .  .T nk A
n ks1
 .when this limit exists. We say that a set A : N is T-nonthin if d A / 0T
 .or d A is undefined. Given a sequence x and a scalar l, we let AT « , l
 < < 4denote the set k g N : x y l - « . We say that a sequence x con¨ergesk
to l along A if the subsequence x ° A converges to l. Throughout this note
< <we let A denote the cardinality of the set A and, for integers p and q,
 x  4p, q s n g N N p - n F q .
DEFINITION 1. For a sequence x and a nonnegative regular summabil-
ity matrix T :
 .1 A sequence x is T-statistically convergent to l provided that, for
 .every « ) 0, d A s 1.T « , l
 .2 l is a T-statistical limit point of x provided that there is a set
A : N which is T-nonthin and such that x converges to l along A.
 .3 l is a T-statistical cluster point of x provided that for every
« ) 0, the set A is T-nonthin.« , l
 . y1If T s t is defined by t s n for k F n and by t s 0 otherwise,nk nk nk
then T is called the Cesaro matrix. When T is the Cesaro matrix,` `
Definition 1 concurs with the definitions of statistical convergence, statisti-
w xcal limit point, and statistical cluster point as in 8 . Also note that if T is
the Cesaro matrix, then d is the usual natural density function. Through-` T
out this note we let C denote the Cesaro matrix and refer to statistical`1
convergence as Cesaro statistical convergence. The Cesaro matrix is one of` `
w xa large set of summability matrices; 14 contains an exposition of general
summability theory as well as a discussion of several classical matrices
including the Euler, Hausdorff, Norlund, and Norlund-type matrices. We
discuss methods generated by lacunary sequences later in this note.
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wRecall that b N can be identified with the set of all ultrafilters on N 16,
x11 . If p is an ultrafilter on N, we say that p is a free ultrafilter if p does
not contain a bounded subset of N and recall that N* s b N _ N can be
identified with the collection of all free ultrafilters on N. If A : N, we let
 4  4A* s p g N* N A g p and recall that A* N A : N is a base of clopen
 :sets for the relative topology on N*. Also recall that if x s x is an
b  .bounded sequence, then x can be extended to x g C b N by defining
b .   ª  .. 4x p s F cl x A N A g p for an ultrafilter p on N and that, for aR
bounded sequence x, lim x s l if and only if x b ° N* s l. Note that xk k
converges to l along A if and only if x b ° A* s l.
For a nonnegative regular summability matrix T , let F s A ;T
 . 4 N : d A s 1 and note that F is a filter. Then the set K s F A* :T T T
4A g F is called the support set of T. The support set of a matrix wasT
w x w xintroduced in 12 and has been studied by a number of authors 1, 3, 15 .
 .Observe that K is compact in N* and b N. Also, note that d A s 0 ifT T
 .and only if K l A* s B. This follows from observing that d A s 0 ifT T
 .and only if N _ A * = K , and hence, if and only if K l A* s B.T T
THEOREM 2. Let T be a nonnegati¨ e regular summability matrix and x be
a bounded sequence. Then:
 . b .1 x is T-statistically con¨ergent to l if and only if x p s l for all
p g K .T
 .2 l is a T-statistical limit point of x if and only if there exists a set
A : N such that A* l K / B and x b ° A* s l.T
 .3 l is a T-statistical cluster point of x if and only if there is an ultrafilter
b .p g K such that x p s l.T
 .Proof. The proof 1 is a direct application of the relevant definitions
w xand is implicit in 12 . If x is bounded and T-statistically convergent to l,
U b  .   ª  ..then K : A for all « ) 0 and hence x p g F cl x A : « )T « , l R « , l
40 s l for all p g K . Conversely, if x is not T-statistically convergent to l,T
 .then there is an « ) 0 such that d A is either undefined or less thanT « , l
 . < b . <1; in either event, N _ A * l K / B. As x p y l G « for all p g« , l T
 . b .N _ A *, there is a p g K such that x p / l.« , l T
 .Next we establish 2 . If l is a T-statistical limit point of x, then there is
a T-nonthin set A such that x converges along A to l. We must have
x b ° A* s l. Since A is T-nonthin, A* l K / B. Conversely, ifT
x b ° A* s l and A* l K / B, then x converges to l along A and AT
is T-nonthin.
 . b .Finally, we establish 3 . Suppose first that p g K with x p s l.T
Note that for all « ) 0, the set A g p. Since p g K , the ultrafilter p« , l T
 .contains only T-nonthin subsets of N. Thus, d A / 0 for all « ) 0,T « , l
and so l is a T-statistical cluster point of x.
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Next suppose that l is a T-statistical cluster point of x. As above,
AU l K / B for all « ) 0. Thus, for every « ) 0 there is an ultrafilter« , l T
U  4p g A l K . Now the collection p : « ) 0 is a net in the compact set« « , l T «
K , and therefore has a subnet which converges to some p g K . AsT T
b .x p s l, we are done.
A set is stationary with respect to a filter if it has nonempty intersection
w xwith each member of the filter 6 . In the case of bounded sequences, parts
 .  . w x2 and 3 of the following corollary include Propositions 1 and 2 of 8 .
COROLLARY 3. Let T be a nonnegati¨ e regular summability matrix and x
be a bounded sequence.
 .1 The scalar l is a T-statistical limit point of x if and only if there exists
A : N such that A is stationary with respect to F and x b ° A* s l.T
 .2 The set of T-statistical limit points of x is a subset of the T-statistical
cluster points of x.
 .3 The T-statistical cluster points of x are a compact subset of R.
 .Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of Theorem 2 2 . The
necessity follows from recalling that elements of a filter have nonempty
intersection and the sufficiency follows from noting that a filter base is
always contained in an ultrafilter. The second assertion also follows
immediately from the theorem. Finally, the third assertion follows from
b .observing that x K is the continuous image of a compact set, andT
hence is compact.
The support sets generated by nonnegative summability methods T and
R can be used to determine when, if a sequence x is both T- and
R-statistically convergent, the T-statistical and R-statistical limits of x
 .agree i.e., T-statistical and R-statistical convergence are consistent .
PROPOSITION 4. Let T and R be nonnegati¨ e regular summability
matrices.
 .1 If K l K s B, then there exists a bounded sequence x such that xT R
is T-statistically con¨ergent to 0 and x is R-statistically con¨ergent to 1.
 .2 If K l K / B and if x is a sequence which is both T-statisticallyT R
con¨ergent and R-statistically con¨ergent, then T and R assign the same
statistical limit to x.
 .Proof. First we establish 1 . K and K are closed and disjoint, so byT R
w xUrysohn’s lemma there must exist a continuous function f : b N ª 0, 1
such that
f ° K s 0 and f ° K s 1.T r
Now set x s f ° . Then x is bounded, and x b ° K s 0 and x b ° K s 1.N T R
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 .Next we establish 2 . Recall that, since T and R are nonnegative
regular summability methods and x is T-statistically convergent, there
are sets A, B : N such that K : A*, K : B*, x converges to its T-T R
statistical limit along A, and x converges to its R-statistical limit along B
w x2, Theorem 6 and p. 382 . As K l K / B, it follows that A l B isT R
infinite. As x converges along the set A l B, the T-statistical and R-
statistical limits agree.
In the event that x is a bounded sequence, then the assertion in
 .Proposition 4 2 has a quicker proof: if p g K l K , and if x is both T-T R
b .and R-statistically convergent, then x p is the common value.
COROLLARY 5. Let T and R be nonnegati¨ e regular summability matrices
with K l K / B.T R
 .1 If x is a bounded sequence and x is T-statistical con¨ergent to l, then
l is an R-statistical cluster point of x.
 .  .  .2 If A, B : N and d A s d B s 1, thenT R
`
lim sup t x k ) 0; . n , k Al B
n ks1
i.e., A l B is T-nonthin.
Proof. The first claim follows from Theorem 2: if x is T-statistically
b .convergent to l and K l K / B, then there is p g K with x p s l.T R R
 .By Theorem 2 3 , l is an R-statistical cluster point of x.
For the second claim, let A and B be as in the hypothesis. Note that if
 .p g K l K , then A l B g p. Now, if d A l B s 0, then p f K andT R T T
hence A l B is T-nonthin.
The next result is an application of Proposition 4 to the special case of
Cesaro statistical convergence.`
THEOREM 6. Let T be a nonnegati¨ e regular summability matrix. Suppose
 .that whene¨er B ; N and d B s 1 there are increasing sequences ofT
 :  :   .: integers p and q , a sequence of integers w r and inter¨ als J : r gr r r , l
 .4  .N, 1 F l F w r all dependent upon B such that
 .1 p rq ª 0 as r ª `;r r
 .  x w r .2 p , q s D J for each r g N; andr r ls1 r , l
1 . < < < <  .3 B l J ) J for all r g N and 1 F l F w r .r , l r , l2
Then K l K / B, and T-statistical and Cesaro statistical con¨ergence are`T C1
consistent.
 .  .Proof. First we establish that if A, B : N and d A s d B s 1,C T1
 .  :  :then A l B is infinite. Suppose that d B s 1 and select p , q ,T r r
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  .:   .4w r and J : r g N, 1 F l F w r as in the hypothesis. Observe that ifr , l
A : N and A l B is finite, then, for sufficiently large r,
 .  .  .w r w r w r
< < < < < <J G A l J q B l J  r , l r , l r , l
ls1 ls1 ls1
 .  .w r w r1
< < < <G A l J q J . r , l r , l2ls1 ls1
w r . < < w r . < < qr  .Since q )  J and  A l J s  x j , it follows thatr ls1 r , l ls1 r , l j) p Ar
qrp 1 1r q G x j . . Aq 2 qr r js1
Since p rq ª 0 as r ª `, A does not have Cesaro density 1. Conse-`r r
 .  .quently, if d A s d B s 1, then A l B is infinite.C T1
 4Hence the collection C s A l B : A g F , B g F forms a filterC T1
base. Thus, there is an ultrafilter p g b N _ N such that C : p, and p g
K l K .C T1
w x w xLacunary statistical convergence, introduced in 9 and 10 , can be
regarded as a special case of T-statistical convergence. A lacunary se-
 :quence is an increasing sequence of integers u s k such that k s 0r 0
 xand h s k y k ª ` as r ª `. Set I s k , k . For a lacunaryr r ry1 r ry1 r
sequence u , a sequence x is u-statistically con¨ergent to l provided that for
every « ) 0,
1
< < < <lim k g I : x y l - « s 1. 4r khr r
This definition is included by the definition of T-statistical convergence
above, where the matrix T associated with a given lacunary sequence u isu
determined by
1¡
if k g In~T s t s . hu nk n¢
0 otherwise
We let d be denoted by d .T uu
w xIn 9, Theorem 6 , Fridy and Orhan established that if a sequence x is
Cesaro statistically convergent to l and u-statistically convergent to l ,` 1 2
then l s l . Theorem 6 yields an alternate proof of this result.1 2
THEOREM 7. For any lacunary sequence u , K l K / B. Hence, if aT Cu 1
bounded sequence is both u-statistically con¨ergent and Cesaro statistically`
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 .con¨ergent, the limits must agree. Moreo¨er, if A, B : N such that d A sC1
 .d B s 1, thenu
n
y1lim sup n x k s 1. . Al B
n ks1
 :Proof. First note that, since u s k is a lacunary sequence, there is ar
function w : N ª N satisfying lim k rk s 0. Now set p s k , q sr r w  r . r ry1 r
 .  4k and, for r g N and 1 F l F w r , set J s j : k - j F k . Aw r . r , l rqly1 rql
straightforward application of the definition of u-statistical convergence
 .  :  :yields that, for any B : N such that d B s 1, this choice of p , q ,u r r
 .and J meets the conditions of Theorem 6 for sufficiently large r andr , l
hence we have established the first claim of the theorem.
The same choices also allow us to establish the second claim of the
theorem. Let A and B be as in the hypothesis and let « ) 0 be given. Now
select R g N such that r G R implies:
 . y1 qr  .1 q  x k ) 1 y «r2,r ks1 A
 . y1 < <  .2 h B l J ) 1 y «r4 for l s l, . . . , w r , andl l, r
 .  . .3 1 y p rq 1 y «r4 ) 1 y «r2.r r
Now, if r G R, then
 . < x < qr  .  .1 p , q l A G  x k y p G q 1 y «r2 y p , andr r ks1 A r r r
 . < x < w r . < <  . .2 p , q l B s  B l J ) q y p 1 y «r4 .r r ls1 l, r r r
Hence
< < < < < <x x xp , q l A l B G p , q l A q p , q l B y q y p .  .  r r r r r r r r
G q y p 1 y «r4 y «r2 q . .  .  .r r r
y1 qr  .It follows that q  x k ) 1 y « for r G R. As « ) 0 wasr ks1 Al B
y1 n  .arbitrary, lim sup n  x k s 1.n ks1 Al B
Finally, recall that, for T a nonnegative regular summability matrix, a
 :scalar valued sequence x s x is strongly T-summable if there is a scalark
` < <l such that lim  t x y l s 0. It is known that a bounded sequencen ks1 n, k k
w xis T-statistically convergent if and only if it is strongly T-summable 2 and
hence many of the above results are relevant to strong T-summability. In
particular, Theorem 6 yields a necessary and sufficient condition for two
methods to be consistent on the intersection of their bounded strong
summability fields.
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